The dynamics of modern interconnected power system is characterized by low frequency oscillations (LFOs) 
Introduction
Power system is a typical large-scale system of high complexity. The study of complex dynamic processes governed by nonlinear and nonstationary characteristics is a problem of great importance in the analysis and control of power system. Modern interconnected power system dynamics is characterized by low frequency oscillations (LFOs, usually 0.1-2.5Hz) which are produced as a result of a variety of disturbances such as changes in loads, tripping of lines, faults, and other discrete events. Previous studies on LFO based on small-signal electromechanical dynamic modes are often presented using linear system concepts in [1] - [2] . A given LFO modal properties are described by its frequency, damping, and shape. Signal processing methods have been proposed to analyze the system dynamic characteristics from system response data which manifest themselves as variations in line flows and generator angle excursions. Fourier signal analysis method in [3] which parameters are identified by Fourier spectrum analysis based on the global Fourier transform. As developing windowed Fourier method, an application-based approach of power system modal identification via wavelet analysis is presented in [4] . The most widely studied modal parametric analysis algorithm is termed Prony method which is presented in [5] - [7] to estimate small-signal dynamic properties from measured and simulated data. Meanwhile some other similar parameter estimation methods, such as the minimal realization algorithm first introduced in [8] , the eigenvalue realization algorithm [9] , and the least-mean squares method [10] , have been applied to extract the LFO modes. But all above signal analysis and identification methods are based on the basic assumption of stationary signal. In view of the increased dynamic complexity and other nonlinear effects of modern power system, the traditional analysis methods of the LFO are very difficult to cope with the non-stationary characteristics of dynamic power system response signals.
In the past decade, the wide-area measurement system (WAMS) has been widely applied to the interconnected power grids to improve the level of power system dynamic behavior measurement and monitoring. A new nonlinear and non-stationary signal processing method HHT which is composed of EDM and Hilbert transform (HT) is introduced by Huang et al. in [11] , [12] . The application of this method to analyze the power flow oscillations is presented in [13] , which is a data-driven, nonstationary signal analysis method without stationary signal assumption conditions. Recently, some improved EMD algorithms proposed in [14] and [15] have improved the detection accuracy of the LFOs Characteristics effectively and been able to analyze the measured disturbed trajectories provided by WAMS [16] . However, the frequency of LFO signals are concentrated in the range of 0.1-2.5Hz and the signals exist two nonstationary characteristics: ① amplitude is a function of change over time and with the damping characteristics; ② the presence time of each oscillation mode is not sure. In addition, EMD process affected by measurement noise, end effect [17, 18] and frequency resolution is easy to emerge mode mixing phenomena, which cause the intrinsic mode function (IMF) not a single oscillation mode and lose the physical significance. Masking signal method presented in [19] and frequency heterodyne method presented in [20] as two of most effective approach to deal with mode mixing phenomenon in EMD increase the spectral distance of the adjacent mode in order to reach the resolution requirements of algorithm itself [21] . But the determination of the auxiliary signal, highlow-frequency modal flip and pseudo-modal component identification problem is difficult to solve, so to completely eliminate mode mixing phenomenon need in-depth research and improved algorithm.
In this paper, an anti mode mixing EMD composite algorithm is proposed for detecting the characteristics of LFOs in power system. The key issue is to eliminate mode mixing phenomenon in EMD process. So two mode mixing phenomenon including octave and intermittency in EMD algorithm decomposition which are important to the mode identification of measured LFO signals are introduced in Section 2. To separate single pure mode from mixed complex signal, two effective solution methods are proposed in Section 3. The improved frequency heterodyne method is used to increase the spectral distance between adjacent mixed mode components in order to meet the octave resolution requirements. Then the adaptive sliding analysis window technology based on the wavelet singularity detection is proposed to determine each single mode analysis window, in which the intermittency mixed modes do not appear and the octave mixed modes separation process do not product the pseudo mode component owing to IMF high and low frequency flip. Finally, the test case simulates WAMS conditions using Sichuan interconnected grid in RTDS and the test results demonstrate to the effectiveness of proposed algorithm in Section 4.
Mode Mixing Phenomenon in EMD
The EMD method is a powerful data-driven, adaptive signal process technique for analyzing nonlinear and non-stationary measured data. The purpose of EMD is to decomposite a composite oscillations signal into the combination of several simple IMFs which are generated by a sifting process. The traditional EMD sifting process sometimes produces energy leakage and damping loss which lead to the IMFs loss of physical significance.
The power system LFO signals can be represented as a finite sum of multi-modal exponentially damped sinusoids signals.
is a measured LFO signal, f s is the sampling frequency, t is the product of the k th sampling point and sampling interval. Where N is the number of oscillation modes, and i represents a single oscillation mode, i A is the amplitude, i  is the attenuation coefficient, i f is the frequency, i  is the phase, ) (t e is the measurement noise.
In [22] , G. Rilling and others point out the EMD method has frequency resolution limitations. Using extreme point sampling theorem, if two adjacent oscillation modes can not reach the octave resolution condition, the EMD sifting process will not decompose out the single pure IMF, which is considered as mode mixing phenomenon. Such as using EMD algorithm presented in [23] to deal with a LFO power angle sampling signal including 1.52Hz and 1.22Hz oscillations modes. The IMFs component results and their FFT spectrum are shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 . Octave mode mixing in EMD process, the power angle signal is decomposed into just one effective IMF, and its FFT result still exits two oscillation modes.
The power angle signal contains two mode components. When this two modal frequency ratio range lies in 0.5<f 1 /f 2 <2, the EMD process can not distinguish between the two modes as the power angle signal is decomposed into just one effective IMF. Through the IMF FFT frequency spectrum analysis, the IMF still exits two mode components, which phenomenon are defined as octave mode mixing. The LFO signals represent the dynamic behavior of the power system, whose modal constitution is complex and concentrated in the low frequency region, so this situation constantly products the octave mode mixing. Apart from this, another mode mixing sometimes occurs in the case where signals have suddenly changed in time-scale features within analysis window. The power system LFO modes may arise at any time suffered from disturbance and these modes exhibit strong damping characteristics, as an active power oscillations signal example be defined as following shape.
Where the sampling time lasts 10s and the sampling frequency is 100Hz. The EMD sifting results and each IMF FFT spectrum results are shown in Figure 2 . It is obvious that the intermittency mode mixing will lead to the EMD algorithm failed. Each IMF can not represent single oscillation mode, and the previous IMF contained mode mixing will affect the others modes sifting. Further, the problem of mode mixing will affect the accuracy and validity of the LFOs non-stationary modal parameters identification, so two mode mixing separation methods, improved frequency heterodyne method and adaptive sliding window technology, will be proposed in the following section.
Mode Mixing Separation Method

Improved frequency heterodyne method
Consider the following example signal contained two adjacent oscillation modes.
The frequency heterodyne method utilizes signal modulation principle to change the spectral distance between adjacent mixed modes and achieve the complete EMD decomposition within octave resolution requirements. First, according to the communication modulation principle, a high-frequency carrier signal is added into the original signal, then generate a modulated double sideband signal (DSB).
Where the carrier frequency is F, the modulated signal is S M (t), and exists mode mixing 1<f 1 /f 2 <2. The essence of the signal modulation is frequency shift modulated signal on the carrier frequency F, so the modulated signal S M (t) contains two new frequency signals f m1 , f m2 . When the modulated signals satisfy the octave resolution condition | f m1 /f m2 |>2, the EMD algorithm can decompose the modal component of the modulated signal completely.
In [18] , the frequency heterodyne method is presented in detail, in which the carrier frequency F is defined in the range [f 1 , 2f 1 -f 2 ]. But this method is able to cause the inversion of the high oscillation mode and low oscillation mode as shown in figure 3.(a) . If consider the influence of measurement noise, end effect and interpolation error, the EMD process may obtain more Pseudo-IMFs causing difficult to identify the real mode parameters. So in this paper, an improved frequency heterodyne method is proposed to overcome the mode flip problem. First, the carrier frequency F is defined in the range [2f 2 -f 1 , f 2 ]. As shown in Figure 3.(b) , the mode mixing signal in the modulation process does not produce frequency flipped IMFs results and the proposed method does not change the IMFs order. 
The original modulated signal is filtered the upper band signal, then the remained lower SSB signal is expressed as follows:
Assumed that the SSB signal mode component accord with the octave resolution requirements, the EMD algorithm can obtain the complete IMFs results. 
In practical applications, The LFO signal usually has scant effective analysis data and the analysis method must consider the real-time requirements. Meanwhile, the proposed method should avoid to bring extremely low frequency modes as much as possible, so we set the mode resolution at 0.1Hz and the heterodyne frequency in [0.8f 2 , 0.85f 2 ] has a better effect.
Adaptive sliding analysis window technology
There is a time uncertainty problem existed in the emergence of the excited LFO modes. Which will lead to the frequency hoping changes of measured signal. At that case, using the EMD algorithm in full analysis window, the dividing characteristics of different modes will be lost and the intermittency mode mixing also exists in IMFs results. Here, an adaptive sliding analysis window technology be proposed to deal with the problem of each mode analysis window partitioning and eliminate the intermittency mode mixing phenomenon.
In the view of signal singularity, when a new LFO mode is excited, the complex measured LFO signal will manifest the singularity and exist some singular points. The singularity detection of signals utilizing the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) which is introduced in [24] can help us determine the time boundaries of excited oscillation modes. The CWT is defined as follows:
Where s(t) is the LFO signal, a is a dilation or scale parameter, b is a translation or time shift parameter, and
is complex conjugate of a mother wavelet function. Select has a good oscillation characteristics and smaller vanishing moment mother wavelet function, the |W s (a, b)| result of CWT will be non-zero dada at the neighborhood of singular points. Consider the following complex LFO signal, which the initial sampling time is set at 0.5s and sampling frequency is 100Hz: In this paper, choose DB10 wavelet to analyze the signal singularity, which the multi-scale decomposition results are shown in Figure 4 .(a) which reflects the signal singular points information at the high frequency coefficients d1, d2. According to the signal singular points information detected by wavelet, the adaptive sliding analysis windows are set as following rules:
a. The n singular points and two signal boundary points make n+2 child windows split points. Theoretically, there are (n +2) (n +1) / 2 child analysis windows, but too short window size can not be effectively for detecting LFO signal by EMD, therefore limit the minimum window not less than 5s. b. Set the child window boundary expansion 0.5s length in order to reduce the impact of the end effect in EMD sifting process. c. The analysis order of the each child window is that first analyzes the short-time child window, after continue to analyze the long-term window without according to the order of child windows time markers. d. The method need predict frequency components in each child window before the EMD process to determine whether contains mode mixing.
An
e. Using Hilbert spectrum analysis method to identify the oscillation modes characteristic parameters, parameter identification process without considering boundary expansion. 
Algorithm test
To test the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed anti mode mixing EMD algorithm for detecting the modes parameters of power system complex LFO signal, a study cases about Sichuan interconnected grid are selected as test examples. First, consider the Sichuan interconnected grid simulated in RTDS, and set up WAMS conditions using two PMUs and one data server. The main oscillation modes information are shown in Table 1 . The simulation system is set a three-phase ground fault at outgoing transmission line 0.1s, after 2.5s, a impact load 20% of the total load is set into the system, then set a excitation disturbance at Pubugou generator 8s. Under WAMS experimental conditions, the PMUs are used to measure the LFO signals and set the sampling frequency 100Hz. So, a period of 20s long active power oscillations data measured at transmission line are shown in Figure 5 .(a). Figure 5 .(c), in 1 # window there has three oscillation modes respectively corresponding to the original signal modes 1, 2 and 4, in which there exits the octave mode mixing. Then employ improved frequency heterodyne method to decomposite oscillation modes in 1 # window and the effective heterodyne IMFs are shown in Figure 5 .(d). The mixed modes are separated successfully, by demodulation technique, the heterodyne IMFs can be restored into single LFO modes. Finally Hilbert spectrum analysis method is used to identify the modes characteristic parameters and comprehensive results are expressed in Table 2 . The comprehensive analysis results show that: 1), the simulation system is inspired 4 LFO modes; 2), there are lower damping lever for each oscillation mode even respective mode damping lower than 5% ; 3), the proposed algorithm can determine the existence time of each mode and separate the complex mixed modes; 4), the characteristic parameters identification results of oscillation modes with proposed algorithm meet the example system eigenvalue analysis results consistently; 5), the proposed algorithm has higher effectiveness and real-time analysis capability to detect non-stationary LFO signals in power system.
Conclusions
In this paper, an anti mode mixing EMD algorithm for detecting the characteristics of LFOs in power system is studied in a detailed. The proposed algorithm utilizes improve frequency heterodyne method and adaptive sliding window technique to improve the identification accuracy of characteristic parameters of LFO modes. The adaptive sliding window technique based on wavelet singularity detection technology can be used to set each mode existence window and eliminate the intermittency mode mixing in EMD sifting. The improve frequency heterodyne method base on signal modulation principle can be used to separate mixed oscillation modes completely from octave mode mixing LFO signal. Finally, the analysis result of interconnected grid test case verify that the proposed algorithm can effectively overcome the impact of the mode mixing existed in EMD and improve the characteristics detection accuracy of LFOs characteristics. Extension of these results for improving non-stationary signal process methods and the application of these methods to detect the LFO in WAMS will be further studied in future.
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